Hi Everyone! My name is Julia Lanz-Duret and I am a first year student majoring in Community and International Development. I am currently a senator on the Committee on Diversity, Inclusion and Equity and am running for re-election so I can continue my work on SGA!

**Current & Past SGA Projects**

- Based on results from the campus climate survey, I am working on an inclusion campaign in order for ALL of our international students to feel that they are part of the UVM community.
- Creating a monthly meeting for CODIE and one representative from each Identity Club on campus to get together and discuss each other's progress, but also issues that SGA should be working on (optional for clubs, required for CODIE members).
  - This way we can make sure that the projects that we are working on directly address all student’s needs but especially the needs of students holding marginalized identities.
- Increased advertising of Diversity Enhancement Fund.
- Worked with clubs to make their slogans more inclusive.

**In The Future...**

- In the Future, I want to continue creating ways for UVM students to be a part of the decisions that take place on SGA by continuing to create open communication and access between SGA and the student body.
- Increase CAPS services in Identity centers.
• Increased funding for Clubs that focus on Cultural Expression.